The response matrix method has successfully been applied to problems to solve the multigroup diffusion equation for one-dimensional multiregion reactors. The method consists of the calculation of response matrices of spatial regions, which is reduced to a boundary value problem for a bare homogeneous region and can be performed analyti cally, and of the criticality calculation by means of response matrices, which can be performed by simple algebra involving matrices even for reactors consisting of many spatial regions, since the order of matrices involved is equal to the number of energy groups independently of the number of spatial regions. By a numerical calculation it has been confirmed that the method gives us the accurate solution and that the execution time of the machine is appreciably less than that by the finite difference method for few-group calculations. Criticality calculations by means of an electronic analog computer were also performed. It was shown that the analog calculation gives us the multiplication factor of two-region reactors with an error less than 0.1% by simple procedures.
INTRODUCTION
In the preceding paper(1) we developed the response matrix method for estimating the criticality of the reactor from the view point of "a black box".
In the present paper we shall apply the response matrix method to a mathematical problem to solve the multigroup diffusion equation for one-dimensional reactors.
Let us consider a one-dimensional reactor consisting of several spatial regions. It is assumed that the composition in any spatial region is homogeneous although it changes from region to region. The multigroup diffu sion equation for this reactor is a set of differential equations of the second order and can in principle be solved analytically. How ever, for more than a few regions or energy groups, such a solution seems to be too cumbersome because of the large order deter minants involved. 
Eq. (14) is valid not only to the slab but also to a one-dimensional region of other geometry. Especially for a homogeneous slab, Eqs. (14) are reduced to where R=R+=R-, T=T+=T-and W=W+ = W-. The response matrices of an infinite an nulus and a spherical shell are obtainable in the same way as those of a slab.
II. CRITICALITY CALCULATION
We shall next calculate the multiplication factor and the neutron current at every inter face between spatial regions by solving Eq. (1).
The reactor under consideration is assumed to consist of (M+M') regions. We divide the reactor into two sub-assemblies, the right sub-assembly consisting of M regions and the left one consisitng of M' regions, by a suitable interface and give a number to each region and interface as shown in Fig. 3 . •õ•õ t represents the number of source iterations.
•õ•õ•õ ƒ³1(n) represents fast flux at the interface between region n and region n+1 and ƒ³2 represents thermal flux.
Check calculation 3 (Comparison with the finite difference method)
The criticality calculation of a bisymmetri cal slab reactor consisting of 3 regions, a core, a graphite reflector and a water reflector was performed both by the response matrix method and by the finite difference method. The core thickness was adjusted so that the reactor may be just critical. The number of mesh points in the finite difference method is selected in three ways 25, 50 and 95, since the accuracy of the finite difference method depends upon the number of mesh points. The result is shown in Table 3 . The multi plication factor and neutron flux by the finite difference method converge uniformly to those by the response matrix method with the in creased number of mesh points. It may be concluded from this convergency that the res ponse matrix method gives us the exact solu tion. The execution time required for the, calculation by the present method is signifi cantly smaller than that by the finite diffe rence method. The difference in execution time between both methods becomes much larger in the criticality calculations of reactors consisting of various combinations of spatial regions, since the calculation of the response matrix of a region is required only once.
IV. CRITICALITY CALCULATION BY ELECTRONIC ANALOG COMPUTER
We shall next solve Eq.(1) by use of an electronic analog computer. An analog element shown in Fig. 4 simulates the res ponse characteristics of a one-dimensional region with two group approximation. A simulator for a region requires for 16 poten tiometers and 4 adders.
Simulators for the right sub-assembly and the. left one are easily obtainable by connect ing those simulators for regions. Criticality calculation can be performed by connecting the simulator for the right sub-assembly with that for the left one so that equations may hold, where j+n represents the incident current of the group n to the right sub assembly and j+n, the reflected current from left one. The multiplication factor is express ed as
For a bisymmetrical reactor the simulator for the right sub-assembly is sufficient for the calculation.
A block diagram for a criticality calculation of a bisymmetrical reactor with two-group approximation is shown in Fig. 5 . The integ rator J1 in the figure has the role to prevent the instability in the solution of an eigenvalue problem, which some times occurs due to the loop of the electronic elements.
Since every element of the reflection matrix is always positive, it may be proved that integrator makes the analog solution stable. In order to confirm the accuracy of the analog calculation, a comparison with the calculation by a digital computer was made. Table 4 shows that the analog calculation gives us the multiplication factor of two region reactors within 0.1% error. The error increases up to 0.5% for four-region reactors. Compared with other criticality calculations by usage of an electronic analog computer(5), the present calculation can achieve comparatively high accuracy with rather simple procedure. Further, since the coefficients to be adjusted by potentiometers have the clear physical meaning, the present method is useful to evaluate the effect of the reflector or the control plate upon the criticality. 
V. CONCLUSION
The response matrix mothod has success fully been applied to the criticality calculation of one-dimensional reactor. It has been shown that the method gives us the rigorous solution of the group-diffusion equation and that the execution time required for the calculation is significantly smaller than that of codes based on the finite difference method.
Compared with other analytical methods (6) (7) the present method has a feature that the reactor consisting of many spatial regions can be treated without difficulty. The execution time required is simply proportional to the number of regions by the present method, whereas it is proportional at least to the square of the number of regions by a direct analytical method.
Compared with the finite difference method, the present method has the following features.
( It is also possible to apply the present method to the criticality calculation of two or three-dimensional reactcr.
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